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This delightful collection for kids (and the "kid" in everyone) captures the warm and cozy, funny and

scary, loving and wondrous feel of winter. even the animals entertain. Perfect for families this winter

season. 13 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Kid Friendly, KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Storytelling Details: DUKE

and the Winter ANIMALS is a result of events put in motion years ago when 4-year-old "Sara" came into

the life of its producer. She and her mother had moved next door during a relatively unhappy time in his

life. This exceptionally beautiful child, Sara, barged into his world and insisted on her very own place in it.

The friendship between the three of them led to a pivotal event that occurred while they were at a theater

watching the animated movie, Peter Pan. Sara started to sing. She had recognized a song in the movie.

The idea was born in the producer's mind to write a song just for her. He completed and recorded it a

short time later. That song eventually found its way to an executive producer at Walt Disney Records,

who (like everyone) loved it. This led to years of being invited by Walt Disney Records to write songs for

various projects in the making. And the habit (and love) of creating delightful music for kids was born.

Most impressive to the makers of DUKE and the Winter ANIMALS are the preliminary reactions from

parents that tell how their children SAT STILL from the beginning of it until the end, listening attentively

(something these parents would never have expected from them) and spontaneously singing along.

Nothing but excited, honest, joyful reactions from kids have been communicated. The CD has embedded

values (highlighted in Duke London's live performances-with his Koala, Jimbo) that include appreciation

for parents, a warning about trusting strangers, the joy of giving, and the need to get along with others.

Rainbows and Miracles Productions is very proud to introduce for your enjoyment: DUKE and the Winter

ANIMALS!
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